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Abstract: In this paper, we explore the use of Fuzzy Petri Nets for QoS support in 
wireless ad hoc networks. We propose a fiizzy Petri nets technique for 
modeling and analyzing the QoS decision making for traffic regulation. 
The proposed model, called FPWIM, studies the fuzzy regulation traffic 
rules in order to deal with the imprecise information caused by the dy
namic topology of ad hoc networks. The input parameters of FPWIM are 
the node mobility and the delay measurement received by a node as feed
back information from the MAC layer. The output parameter of FPWIM 
is the traffic regulation rate necessary to avoid the possible congestion in 
the network. Different traffic and network motilities are considered by 
FPWIM in order to help make an efficient QoS decision for various net
work conditions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

As a widespread use of wireless technology, the ability of mobile 
wireless ad hoc networks to support real-time services with Quality of 
Service (QoS) has become a challenging research subject. This challenge 
is due essentially to the fact that the wireless topology can change rap
idly in unpredictable ways or remain relatively static over long periods 
of time. In addition, the dynamic topology of ad hoc networks generates 
imprecise and uncertain information, which may complicate the task of 
QoS and routing protocols. 

Some researches have focused on aspects such as QoS routing [7]-[8] 
and MAC layer [9]. Other recent researches have focused on presenting 
models that enable QoS support independent of the routing protocols. 
The most noteworthy QoS models attempting to establish comprehensive 
solutions for MANETs (Mobile Ad hoc Networks) are INSINGIA [2], 
SWAN [3], and FQMM [4]. We have proposed in [5], an intelligent QoS 
model with service differentiation based on neural networks in mobile ad 
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hoc networks named GQOS. In [6], we have developed the FuzzyMARS 
model which explores the use of a fuzzy logic semi-stateless QoS ap
proach comparatively to using neural networks. The use of fuzzy logic 
showed very interesting results such as the reduction of the average end-
to-end delay of traffic. This study aims at giving a good analytical model 
for using fuzzy logic for traffic regulation in MANETs. 

The chosen model is fiizzy Petri Nets. The classical Petri nets [15] are 
not sufficient to model the dynamic topology of MANETs characterized 
by the uncertainty and imprecision information. It has been proven that 
the imprecise information can be represented efficiently by using Fuzzy 
Petri Nets model [10] [11] [12] [13]. 

The proposed fuzzy modeling scheme for traffic regulation aims to 
represent the dynamic adjustment of traffic transmission according to the 
network conditions. We called this model "FPWIM". FPWIM exploits 
the fuzzy concepts to model the QoS approach decision making. The 
representation of different fuzzy processes for decision making can be 
performed by formulating the production rules of these processes. Each 
fuzzy production rule is a set of antecedent input conditions and conse
quent output propositions. We proceed to construct the previous aspects 
(the input and output parameters) of the production rules in order to bet
ter represent and understand the process of traffic regulation in wireless 
ad hoc networks. The traffic regulation used to avoid the congestion 
depends on the traffic state and the dynamic topology of the network. 
The input parameters of FPWIM are the node mobility and the delay-
measurement. This later parameter is received by a node as feedback 
information from the MAC layer; it represents the time taken by packet 
to reach the destination. The delay measurement parameter can give in
formation about the status of a network in terms of congestion. A big 
value of this parameter signifies that congestion may have appeared in 
the network. Therefore, the process of traffic regulation should be 
started. The amount of this regulation represents the output parameter of 
FPWIM. The fuzzy Petri nets tool is used for its efficiency and flexibil
ity over other modeling tools in the aim of better modeling and represen
tation the process of traffic regulation. 

This paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we describe the 
fuzzy Petri nets tool. Section III illustrates the fuzzy regulation traffic 
rules used by FPWIM. The fuzzy Petri nets model for traffic regulation 
is shown m Section IV. Finally, Section IV concludes the paper. 

2. FUZZY PETRI NETS 

Classical Petri Nets [15] do not have sufficient capacity to model the 
uncertainty in systems [14] [18]. This limitation of Petri nets has encour
aged researchers to extend the exiting models by using the fuzzy reason
ing theory [10] [11] [13]. The combination of Petri nets models and 
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fuzzy theory has given rise to a new modeling tool called Fuzzy Petri 
Nets (FPN). FPN formalism has been widely applied in several applica
tions such as, fuzzy reasoning systems [16], robotics systems [12], and 
real-time control system [14], etc. 

In what follows, we give a brief description about the FPN modeling 
tool [10] [12]. Let consider FPN = (PN, CND, MF, FSR, FM). 

The tuple PN = (P, T, A, FW, FH) is called Petri nets if: (P, T, A) is a 
finite net, where [14]: 

P = {Pi, P2, ..., Pn} is a finite non-empty set of places, 
T = {Ti, T2, ..., Tn} is a finite non-empty set of transitions, 
^ c (P X D u (r X P) is a finite set of arcs between the places and 

transitions or vice versa. 
FW: A-^ N^ represents a weighting function that associates with each 

arc of PN a non-negative integer of N^. 
FHcziPxT): represents an inhibition function that associates a 

place p. eP contained in FH (Tj) to a transition Tj itself 
a) CND = {cdi, cd2,..., cdn} represents a set of conditions that will be 

mapped into the set P; each cd. e CND is considered as one input to 
the place P. eP. A condition cdi takes the form of "X is Z", which 
means a combination between the fuzzy set Z and the attribute X of 
the condition. For instance, in the condition "the delay measurement 
is small", the attribute "X = delay measurement" is associated to the 
fuzzy set "Z= small", but other fuzzy sets can also be considered (e.g. 
"Z = medium", "Z=large", etc.). 

b) Consider MF: w^(x)-^[0,1], a membership function which maps 
the elements of X (as defined in b.) into the values of the range [0,1]. 
These values represent the membership degree in the fuzzy set Z. The 
element x belonging to X represents the input parameter of the condi
tion "X is Z", and Uz(x) measures the degree of truth of this condition. 
Note that the composition of membership function degrees of the re
quired conditions is performed by fuzzy operators such as 
MIN/MAX. 

c) Let consider the following rule R^: "R^, if Xi is Zi and /or X2 is Z2 then 
A is B". The firing strength function of rule Ri (FSRi) represents the 
strength of belief in Ri. The conclusion of Ri (modeled by CSRi) can 
take one of the following forms: 

CSE, = MINiu^, (x,), w,2 (̂ 2)) = "zi (̂ 1) ̂  W.2 (̂ 2) 
CSR, = MAX(u^, {x, \u^, {x^)) = u^, {x,) v u^^ {x^) 

d) SWR is the selected wining rule RL among the n-rules Ri, R2, ...., Rn-
SWR is the rule which has the highest degree of truth. Let FSRLbe the 
corresponding firing strength of RL, then the selected rule SWR is 
given as follows: 

SWR = MAX(FSR,,FSR,,...., FSR J 

e) The marking task in FPN illustrates the satisfaction of events occurred 
during the performance of fuzzy rules. This marking function called 
"fuzzy marking" (FM) distributes the tokens over the places of the 
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nets. A token is the primitive concept used in classical Petri nets for 
the definition of their execution, 

f) The sequence 8 = {T^J^,...,T^)\s said to be reachable from a fuzzy 
marking FMi, if7; eTis a firable from FM .̂i e FM and leads to 
FMi+i e FM, for all transitionsT.eS. The firing of transition 
T.eT (Figure 1) is performed in two steps: a) T. removes tokens and 
then, b) T. places tokens. 

3. FUZZY REGULATION TRAFFIC RULES 
USAGE 

Most of fuzzy systems use the following form for modeling [1] [19] 
[17]: Rule R: if Ipi is A AND Ip2 is B then Op is C 
Where: 
- Ipi and Ip2 are the input parameters, 
- Op is an output parameter, 
- A, B, and C are fiizzy sets, 
- AND represent fuzzy operator, 
- The fuzzy conditions of rule R are "Ipi is A", and "Ip2 is B". 

The construction of the above aspects (inputs, outputs, and fuzzy 
sets) for performing the traffic regulation to avoid the possible conges
tion depends on the traffic state and the dynamic topology of wireless ad 
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hoc networks. Thus, the previous fiizzy aspects can take various values: 
- The first input parameter: is represented by the Delay-Measurement 

(DM) at a mobile node. DM can be either small or large. 
- The second input parameter: is represented by the Node Mobility 

(NM). NM can either be slow or medium (note that "fast node mobil
ity" is included in the case of "medium node mobility"). 

- The output parameter: is represented by the Traffic regulation rate 
(TR). TR can either be decreased or increased (slowly or largely). 
The aim is to help to establish production rules that make an efficient 

QoS decision. In the following, we explain the proposed fuzzy tool for 
the QoS decision making. Let consider the following fuzzy rule RL: 
Rule RL: if DM is small and NM is slow, then TR is increased largely. 

RL takes into consideration the input parameter of the feedback delay-
measurement DM and the node mobility NM. The traffic regulation rate 
TR represents the output parameter. Figure 2 illustrates FPN that models 
the dynamic aspect of the fuzzy rule RL. 
- Pacdi*. models the antecedent condition 1 (acdi) of RL; acdi = "DM is 

small". 
- Pacd2*. models the antecedent condition 2 (acd2) of RL; acd2 = "NM is 

slow". 
- TaMfl- models the membership function of the antecedent condition 1; 

- TaMf2- models the membership function of the antecedent condition 2; 

- PaMdi- models the membership degree value of the condition 1 of a 
rule RL. This value determines the satisfaction degree of the DM in
put parameter to the fuzzy set "small". 

- PaMD2̂  models the membership degree value of the condition 2 of a 
rule RL. This value determines the satisfaction degree of the NM in
put parameter to the fuzzy set "slow". 

- TFSCL* models the operation of minimum composition "MIN" be
tween the antecedent conditions (e.g. condition 1 and condition 2) of 
a rule RL. The firing strength of RL is represented by the MIN opera
tion: MIN(u,„,^„(DM\u,^^(NM)). 

- PFSCL* models the value of the firing strength of RL. This value de
fines the degree of truth of the output proposition "TR is increased 
largely". 

4. FUZZY PETRI NETS MODEL FOR TRAFFIC 
REGULATION 

We consider the following rules: 
Ri: if DM is small and NM is slow then TR is increased largely, 
R2: if DM is small and NM is medium then TR is increased, 
R3: if DM is large and NM is slow then TR is decreased. 
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R4: if DM is large and NM is medium then TR is decreased largely. 
- Input parameters: The input parameter of the first antecedent condi

tion of the rules Ri, R2, R3, and R4 is the delay measurement DM. 
The input parameter of the second antecedent condition of the rules 
Ri, R2, R3, and R4 is the node mobility NM. 

- Fuzzy sets: The fuzzy set of the antecedent conditions of the defined 
rules Ri, R2, R3, and R4 are: small, large, slow, and medium. 

- Antecedent conditions (acdi): The first antecedent condition (acdi) in 
the rules Ri, R2, R3, and R4 is: acdi: DM is small; acd2: DM is large. 
The second antecedent condition (acd2) in the rules Ri, R2, R3, and 
R4 is: acdi: NM is slow; acd2: NM is medium. 

- Output parameters: The output parameter of the rules Ri, R2, R3, and 
R4 is the traffic regulation rate TR. 

- The decisions making of the rules Ri, R2, R3, and R4 are: increased 
largely, increased, decreased, decreased largely, 

- The fuzzy logic operator used by the rules Ri, R2, R3, and R4 is AND. 
The fuzzy operator "AND" is used to combine the two antecedent 

conditions of each rule using the MIN fiinction. This provides the firing 
strength value for each rule. After that, MAX composition function is 
used to combine all firing strength values of the defined rules Ri, R2, R3, 
and R4 in the aim of determining the highest one that will be the selected 
wining rule. Figure 3 shows the fuzzy logic scheme for decision making 
of rules Ri, R2, R3, and R4. 

In what follows, we illustrate the steps of the proposed FPN model. 
a) Enter the input parameters into the places and transitions: 
- PIP = {Pipi, PiP2v-5 PiPn} is a set of places representing the input pa

rameters. In the Figure 4, Pi and P2 represent respectively, the first 
(e.g. delay measurement DM) and second (e.g. node mobility NM) 
antecedent condition of the rules Ri, R2, R3, and R4. 

- TIP = {Tipi, TiP2, ...., TiPn} represents a set of input parameter transi
tions. The transitions Tipi and TiP2 illustrated in Figure 4 are used to 
distribute respectively, the input parameters "DM" and "NM" for 
making the first and second antecedent conditions of the defined rules 
Ri, R2, R3, andR4. 

b) Represent the antecedent conditions, and compute the membership 
function for each condition. 

- Pacd= {Pacdb Pacd2, ••.•, Pacdn} is a sct of placcs that represent the ante
cedent conditions. Pacdi and Pacd2 in the model presented in Figure 4 
describe respectively, the antecedent conditions "acdi" and "acd2". 

- TaMf = {TaMfl, TaMf2,• • • •, TaMfii} IS a sct of trausitious that represent the 
antecedent membership functions. TaMfi, TaMß, TaMf3, TaMf4 observed 
in Figure 4 represent the membership functions of respectively, 
u^^^XDM), u,^SDM), u,^SNM), u„,^,,JNM), 

- PaMd = {PaMdi, PaMd2,.--, PaMdn} is a sct of placcs that represent the 
antecedent membership degrees. The values of the place PaMdi indi-
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Decision making algorithm: 

Phase 1: enter the input parameters of the rules Ri, R2, R3, and R4. 

Phase 2: calculate the degree of truth of the antecedent conditions. 

Phase 3: apply the operation of minimum composition (MIN) with the fuzzy operator 

AND/OR in order to generate the firing strength value for each rule Ri, R2, R3, and R4. 

Phase 4: apply the operation of maximum composition to select the wining rule among the 

rules Ri, R2, R3, and R4. 

Phase 5: generate the output consequent of the selected wining rule. 

Figure 3. The fuzzy decision making mechanism of FPWIM 

cates the degree of satisfaction of the input parameter DM to the 
fiizzy set "small", 

c) Compute the firing strength of conditions 
- TFSC = {TFSCI, TFSC2, ...., Tpscn} represent a set of transitions that 

model firing strength conditions. For instance, the transition Tpsci 
shown in Figure 4 performs the operation of minimum composition 
(MIN) on the antecedent conditions of the rule 
Ri: MIN(u^^^,(MD),u^i^^(NM)). Note that the fuzzy operator AND is 
integrated with the MIN operation to combine the first and second 
conditions ofRi. 

- PFSC= {PFSCI, PFSC2, ...., Ppscn} is a set of places that represent the 
firing strength. Ppsci tokens are proportional to the number of antece
dent conditions of a rule Ri. This number is shown by the label illus
trated between the transitions TaMfi and the place PaMdi- The construc
tion of the antecedent conditions of a rule Ri is performed by firing a 
transition Tpsci- The inhibitor arc designed between a place Ppsci and 
Tpsci is useful to note that Tpsci should fire one time. 
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Figure 4. FPWIM model 

d) Determine the selected wining rule among the activated rules: 
- TFMAX =" MAX {Ppscb PFSC2, •••, Ppscn} is a transition that models the 

maximum composition operation (MAX) for the defined rules. The 
firing strength value of a rule Ri is stored in the place Ppsci. 

- PwFsci represents the firing strengh condition FSCi of the selected 
wining rule Ri. The later rule is determined as in the following step. 

- Tpsp = {Tpspi, Tpsp2,.---, TpsPn} is a set of transitions that model the 
firing strength comparison. For instance, the transition Tpsps is useful 
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to make a comparison between FSC3 of the rule R3 and the selected 
wining firing strength WFSCi. 

- PswR = {PswRi, PswR2, ..•, PswRn} is a Set of placcs that models the 
selected wining rules. The rule Rj is selected to be fired if the place 
PswRi contains a token. 

e) The conclusion of the selected rules: 
- Tom = {Tömb TDm2, -.., Tomn} is a sct of transitions that represent the 

decision of the selected rule. Tomi deletes the firing strength values of 
other rules in order to fire only the selected rule Ri. 

- Pop is a place that models the output parameter. As shown in Figure 4, 
the place Pop represents the traffic regulation rate TR. 

- Pels = {Pcish Pcis2, •••, Pcisn} modcls a set of places that describe the 
different decisions of the defined rules. The places Pdsi, Pcis2, Pciss, 
and Pcis4 illustrate the following conclusions respectively, "increased 
largely", "increased", "decreased", and "decreased largely". Only one 
place among all places will contain a token which represent the con
clusion of the selected wining rule. For instance, the conclusion of 
the selected rule Ri is "increased largely" if Tomi transfers a token 
from the place PSWRI to the place Pdsi. 

- ToMf = {ToMfb ToMß,...., ToMfn} IS a set of transitions that represent 
the output membership functions. TOMH, TQM^, ToMf3, and ToMf4 rep
resent the calculation performed by the used fuzzy method to com
pute the membership degree of respectively, 

lar%,e_increase 

(TR), 
increase 

(TR), u^^^^^^(TR), Ui^^_^^^^^^^(TR), 
- PoMd = {PoMdi, PoMd2, ...., PoMdn} IS a sct of placcs that represent out

put membership degree. The places PoMdi, PoMd2, PoMds, and PoMd4 
indicate that the output parameters of "TR is increased", "TR is in
creased largely", "TR is decreased", and "TR is decreased largely" 
are satisfied with the following membership degree,w,^^ i„crease(TR), 
Kcrease(T^R).^,ecrease(^^)^ ^^^e _äecreaseiTR) , rCSpCCt iVCly . 

5. CONCLUSION 

hl this paper, we proposed FPWIM which is a fuzzy Petri nets tech
nique for modeling and analyzing the QoS decision making for traffic 
regulation in wireless ad hoc networks. We examined the fuzzy produc
tion rules used for traffic regulation process by identifying the different 
parameters of each rule. The input parameters of FPWIM rules are the 
node mobility and the delay measurement received by a node as feed
back information from the MAC layer. The output parameter of FPWIM 
rules is the traffic regulation rate required for reducing the possible con
gestion occurred in the network. The established fuzzy production rules 
will help deal with changing network situations in terms of mobility and 
congestion. This allows making an efficient QoS decision for different 
variable network conditions. 
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